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Booklist for BITSAT Exam 2023
Get unlimited access to the best preparation resource for BITSAT : 

- for all subjects of BITSAT.

Examrace BITSAT Logical Reasoning and English Pro�iciency Series- Buy from
Examrace. Com [../BITSAT-FlexiPrep-Program/]

don՚t miss the comprehension and reasoning section of BITSAT.

The best preparation material for Reasoning and English

Comprehensive notes and thousands of multiple choice practice questions with detailed solutions
on logical & reasoning aptitude, grammar and reading comprehension for BITSAT Examination.

Covers even esoteric and dif�icult topics like referents, articles and tenses.

Includes verbal, analytical, logical and non-verbal reasoning.

NCERT Xtract - Objective Physics for JEE Main, AIPMT, Class 11/12, AIIMS,
BITSAT, JIPMER, JEE Adv, State PMTs/PETs (English) [Print Replica] Kindle
Edition by Disha Experts (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn

from qualifying purchases]

This book-cum-Question Bank spans through 30 chapters, exactly as per the NCERT �low, in the form
of MCQs of multiple varieties. MCQs have been prepared in the following types-

1. Facts & De�initions - simple MCQs, �iller based etc.

2. Statement Based MCQs

3. Matching based MCQs

4. Diagrams based MCQs

5. Assertion - Reason Based MCQs and

6. Critical Thinking MCQs.

7. These different types of MCQs will expose you to the various patterns of questions asked in the
various PET/PMT exams. These MCQs will test your knowledge, understanding of concepts and
their practical applications to solve even the toughest questions.

8. Each chapter consists of MCQs of all above variety followed by detailed explanations. The
explanations have been provided for all typical MCQs that need conceptual clarity. With this book,
Disha aims to make a strong base for students to crack entrances including JEE Main, JEE
Advanced, AMU, JIPMER, Kerala PMT, BITSAT/PET, Boards, PUC etc.

Self-Study Guide for Online BITSAT 2023 Paperback – 2023 by ARIHANT
EXPERTS - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

The present study package for Online BITSAT 2023 has been divided into three sections namely –
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1. Physics

2. Chemistry

3. Mathematics

Each sub-divided into number of chapters as per the syllabi of the Online BITSAT 2023 and covering
the NCERT syllabus for classes XI & XII comprehensively.

English Pro�iciency and Logical Reasoning have been provided at the end after chapterwise study. Also
practice exercises along with detailed and accurate solutions have been provided at the end to help
aspirants revise the concepts discussed in each chapter.

NCERT Xtract - Objective Mathematics for JEE Main, JEE Adv, Class 11/12,
BITSAT, State PETs (English) [Print Replica] Kindle Edition by Disha Experts
(Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

This book-cum-Question Bank spans through 29 chapters, exactly as per the NCERT �low, in the form
of MCQs of multiple varieties. MCQs have been prepared in the following types-

1. Concept Based MCQs

2. Statement Based MCQs

3. Matching based MCQs

4. Integer based MCQs

5. Assertion - Reason Based MCQs and

6. Critical Thinking MCQs.

With this book, Disha aims to make a strong base for students to crack entrances including JEE Main,
JEE Advanced, AMU, Kerala PET, BITSAT/PET, Boards, PUC etc.

BITSAT Mock Tests with Cd & Access Codes Paperback – 2013 by One-Learn
Education (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

BITSAT mock tests, authored by one-learn education, is a book that focusses exclusively on the
syllabi and the preparation, for the renowned Birla institute of technology and sciences admissions
test. One-learn education is team of experts that are focused on creating engaging courses for
students, preparing for various competitive examinations.

The content caters exclusively to the needs of the students preparing for the exam, by providing an
exhaustive compilation of sample practice questions.

The book comprises of four sections that covers engineering, each of which contains a separate set
of questions.

Each individual section is then, supported by ample mock test-papers as well at the end.

The Pearson Complete Guide to BITSAT with Paperback – by Pearson Education
(Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

This book is the resultant work of a widely experienced and knowledgeable group of lecturers and
experts, who have covered all the necessary topics in an easy to understand and remember manner.

The Pearson complete guide to the BITSET covers subjects like mathematics, physics, and chemistry.
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It also covers the basic language skills and logic-reasoning aspect of the entrance exams. Each and
every subject has been covered with precise explanations, in order to make the learning process an
easy and effective one.

BITSAT 2023 Paperback by B. M. Sharma (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon

Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

This book includes conforms to the latest pattern and syllabus prescribed for BITSAT presents a
comprehensive coverage of all the topics including basic fundamentals incorporates pedagogical
features such as multiple choice questions and their solutions for each unit includes previous years՚
questions (memory based) for a rich experience of the type of questions asked in BITSAT table of
contents

BITSAT (Birla Institute of Technology and Sciences) with CD Paperback – by
Pathak (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

The book has been designed on the pattern of class 11 and 12 syllabus as prescribed by Pathak.

The book contains ‘Chapter-wise MCQs’ which covers all the important concepts and applications
required to crack the mentioned exams.

It includes all the concepts in 3 individual parts namely:

1. Physics

2. Chemistry

3. Mathematics

BITSAT English Pro�iciency and Logical Reasoning Paperback – 2012 by Disha
Experts (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]

The book covers English pro�iciency-vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension, composition,
verbal reasoning - analogy, classi�ication or odd man out, series, logical deduction, chart logic, non-
verbal reasoning-pattern perception or completion of �igures, �igure formation and analysis, paper
cutting, �igure matrix, rule detection, the book also contains 2 mock papers on the pattern of BITSAT
for practice.

The book is very useful for cbse-psa and other exams like uget manipal, afmc, jipmer, cmc.

Whereas all other engineering entrance exams are focused on physics, chemistry and math, the
entry to BITSAT is decided based on the score in its english and logical reasoning section.

Comprehensive Guide to English Pro�iciency and Logical Reasoning for BITSAT
Paperback by Disha Experts (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might

earn from qualifying purchases]

This book presents a Comprehensive guide to English and Logical Reasoning for BITSAT and other
exams like UGET Manipal, AFMC, JIPMER, CMC.

Also contains 2 Mock Papers on the pattern of BITSAT.

Objective Mathematics - Chapter-Wise MCQ for JEE Main/BITSAT/KCET 2nd

Edition [Print Replica] Kindle Edition by Disha Experts (Author) - Buy from
Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying purchases]
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This book offers Objective Mathematics - Chapter-wise MCQ is a collection of carefully selected
MCQ՚s for Engineering and Medical entrance exams.

The book is useful for JEE Main, BITSAT, AIPMT, AIIMS, JIPMER and KCET 2015.

The book has been designed on the pattern of class 11 and 12 syllabus as prescribed by NCERT.

The book contains ‘Chapter-wise MCQs’ which covers all the important concepts and applications
required to crack the mentioned exams.

Objective Chemistry - Chapter-Wise MCQ for JEE
Main/BITSAT/AIPMT/AIIMS/KCET 2nd Edition [Print Replica] Kindle Edition by
Disha Experts (Author) - Buy from Amazon [as an Amazon Associate we might earn from qualifying

purchases]

This book offers Objective Chemistry - Chapter-wise MCQ is a collection of carefully selected MCQ՚s
for Engineering and Medical entrance exams.

The book is useful for JEE Main, BITSAT, AIPMT, AIIMS, JIPMER and KCET 2015.

The book has been designed on the pattern of class 11 and 12 syllabus as prescribed by NCERT.

The book contains ‘Chapter-wise MCQs’ which covers all the important concepts and applications
required to crack the mentioned exams.
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